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Can you buy me the book series that has the kid 
with that lightning scar?

Hey Google, Which book series has 
a kid with a lightning scar?

Hey Google, Which are the books in 
Harry Potter series?

Hey Alexa, Buy Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's StoneHey Alexa, Buy Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's StoneHey Alexa, Buy Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Ordered!

Harry Potter

Motivation

Agents Examples of  Valid Inputs  

Is it okay to play chess at 3 AM? => Yes
Complex Task
Supervision

Which Harry Potter Book has a car on its cover? 
=> Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Given: To Do:
Learn to solve the complex task 
by communicating with agents

Should NOT rely on:

Training Data of the Agents

Millions 
of egs

??

Agents Internal Knowledge

??

Conversation Supervision

Task: Learning to Talk to Agents to Solve Complex Tasks

Dataset: CommaQA -- Communicating with Agents for QA

CommaQA-E
TextQA TableQA

What awards has Sian 
Heder won? …

What awards has 
Beyoncé  won? …

What awards have the actors of the Oscar-
winning movies received? => [“Oscar”, …”]

Inspired by HotpotQA (Yang et al. ‘18),  MusiQue (Trivedi et al. ‘21)

CommaQA-I
TextQA KBQA

What objects does 
Apple make?  …

What is IPhone a type 
of? …

What objects has Steve Jobs likely used? => 
[“Cell Phone”, …”]

CommaQA-N

What awards have the actors of the Oscar-
winning movies received? => [“Oscar”, …”]

TextQA MathQA

What was the length of 
javelin throws by Shey ? …

What is the maximum value 
in  [35.0, 15.0, 25.0]? …

What was the gap between the longest javelin 
throws from USA and Ireland?=> 2.0

Inspired by DROP (Dua et al. ‘19)
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Unsolved using the current baselines 
that talk to agents

Black-box models struggle even when 
given access to the agent’s private 

knowledge

But solvable by training on conversation 
supervision (oracle upper bound)

Results
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New Task: Learning to Talk to Agents to Solve Complex Tasks
1. Solve a complex task by breaking it down into agent’s capabilities
2. Interact with agents in their expected and natural language

Why?
○ Green AI: Reuse existing expensive and even proprietary models
○ Better Long-Term Bet: No need to learn every task from scratch
○ Interpretability: Naturally modular and interpretable systems
○ Technical Challenge: Search for solutions by interacting with NL agents

Summary

https://github.com/allenai/CommaQA

New Dataset: CommaQA: Communicating with Agents for QA
o Synthetic Multi-hop QA Dataset solvable using agents
o Challenging for current black-box models and task baselines

What is the list of books in LOTR series
Which movies are in the Fast & Furious series
…

Cover of “The Hobbit” book
Poster of the “2 Fast 2 Furious” movie
…

Is there a truck in                          ?
…

NOT a standard 
RC/open-

domain QA task 
– system needs 
to communicate 
with  the agents

What is the list of books in the Harry 
Potter series?

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone, …

foreach

Cover of the “Harry Potter
Cover of the “Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone” book

YesNo

foreach

Is there a car in           ?  Is there a car in         ?  

filter
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Which Harry Potter Book has a car on its cover? GPT-3

GPT-3

Inspired by OpenBookQA (Mihaylov et al. ‘18),  StrategyQA (Geva et al. ‘21)
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